Reconstructing editable prismatic CAD from rounded voxel models
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1 INTRODUCTION

Reverse engineering a CAD shape from other representations is an important geometric processing step for many downstream applications. In this work, we introduce a novel neural network architecture to solve this challenging task and approximate a smoothed signed distance function with an editable, constrained, prismatic CAD model. During training, our method reconstructs the input geometry in the voxel space by decomposing the shape into a series of 2D profile images and 1D envelope functions. These can then be recombined in a differentiable way allowing a geometric loss function to be defined. During inference, we obtain the CAD data by first searching a database of 2D constrained sketches to find curves which approximate the profile images, then extrude them and use Boolean operations to build the final CAD model. Our method approximates the target shape more closely than other methods and outputs highly editable constrained parametric sketches which are compatible with existing CAD software.

CSC Concepts: • Applied computing → Computer-aided design; • Computing methodologies → Neural networks; Parametric curve and surface models.
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Fig. 1. Conversion of rounded voxel models to prismatic CAD.
along with constraints which maintain important aspects to design intent such as equality, symmetry, and perpendicularity. The designer can also define parameters which control distances between curves that can be varied to modify the geometry. By editing these parameters and replaying the recipe the shape of the final CAD model can be controlled.

Recently a number of methods have been proposed for the generation of CAD data as a sequence of geometry creation operations using transformer models [Ganin et al. 2021; Jayaraman et al. 2022; Para et al. 2021; Seff et al. 2022; Willis et al. 2021a; Wu et al. 2021]. These are all trained utilizing supervision from ground truth sequence data. As they do not incorporate a loss function which directly compares the generated geometry and the target shape, their ability to match target geometry is limited.

In this work we propose a differentiable pipeline which can reconstruct a target shape in terms of voxels and extract the parametric recipe simultaneously. The voxel model is created from a sequence of decoded profile images which are then extruded along the axes of the voxel grid and combined using Boolean operations. A geometric loss can then be defined which brings this voxel model closer to the target data. The recipe can then be extracted by matching the profile images with constrained parametric sketches which can be further fitted to better approximate the shape while maintaining design intent. We show that the CAD data reconstructed from the recipe contains fewer invalid solids and provides a better approximation to the target than DeepCAD [Wu et al. 2021], while having the additional benefit that the constraints and parameters in the sketches are available to designers for further editing.

2 RELATED WORK

We now review work from the literature related to the generation of editable CAD models.

Constructive Solid Geometry. A common approach to producing editable CAD models is to use a Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) representation. With CSG, 3D shapes can be expressed as a tree of parametric primitives (e.g. cuboids, spheres, and cones) that are individually positioned and combined using Boolean operations (e.g. union, subtraction, intersection). This lightweight representation enables simple edits by adjusting the parameters of the primitives and their affine parameters, while also allowing more interesting applications with program synthesis [Du et al. 2018; Ellis et al. 2019; Nandi et al. 2018, 2020; Tian et al. 2019]. In the context of deep learning, this representation has been explored in several works such as [Chen et al. 2020; Deng et al. 2020; Kania et al. 2020; Sharma et al. 2018; Yu et al. 2022]. However, the primitives used in CSG are not as flexible as the extrusions of parametric sketches used by modern mechanical design tools. Consequently CSG shapes tend to be made from large number of primitives which are hard for users to edit to control the final geometry.

Engineering Sketch Generation. With the release of a large scale engineering sketch dataset [Seff et al. 2020], a number of learning-based approaches to engineering sketch generation have been explored [Ganin et al. 2021; Para et al. 2021; Seff et al. 2022; Willis et al. 2021a]. These works successfully frame engineering sketch generation as a sequence prediction task, where geometric primitives are sequentially predicted using a Transformer [Vaswani et al. 2017] model. Not addressed in these works is the generation of 3D parts compatible with parametric CAD.

CAD Generation. Numerous approaches for 3D shape generation have been proposed [Chaudhuri et al. 2020]. Related to our work are approaches that predict a sequence of CAD modeling operations from which a solid CAD model can be built [Willis et al. 2021b; Xu et al. 2021]. In particular, DeepCAD [Wu et al. 2021] is a generative model that learns from sequences of CAD modeling operations to produce editable CAD designs. In contrast to our approach, DeepCAD does not generate sketch constraints—a key factor aiding editability. CAD generation can also be achieved by predicting geometric entities and topological connections to form 3D shapes. PolyGen [Nash et al. 2020] introduced the idea of separating the sequential prediction of geometric points, from the topological connections that form n-gon meshes using pointer networks [Vinyals et al. 2015]. SolidGen [Jayaraman et al. 2022] applied a similar approach to the more difficult task of generating 3D shapes in the boundary representation (B-Rep) format commonly used in mechanical CAD. Missing from these sequence-based 3D generation approaches is a geometric loss suitable for reconstruction tasks.

CAD Reconstruction. The goal of CAD reconstruction is to reverse engineer a 3D shape, typically as a series of parametric primitives, given approximate input, such as a point cloud or freehand sketch. Smirnov et al. [2021] recover manifold 3D shapes from freehand sketch input by deforming Coons patch-based templates from set object categories. Given point cloud input, traditional approaches segment and then fit parametric primitives, such as planes, spheres, and cylinders, to the underlying point cloud [Schnabel et al. 2007]. Recent progress with learning-based approaches has addressed primitive segmentation [Yan et al. 2021] reconstruction of parametric curves [Wang et al. 2020] and surfaces [Guo et al. 2022; Li et al. 2019; Sharma et al. 2020]. Missing from these works is the sequence of CAD modeling operations that greatly enhances editability. Concurrent to our work, Point2Cyl [Uy et al. 2022] reconstructs a collection of extrusions which can be manually ordered and combined to build CAD shapes. An advantage of our approach is allowing for rounded or otherwise distorted shapes to be approximated by CAD data. As noisy or incomplete input data is often treated by smoothing, the ability to rebuild sharp prismatic shapes which approximate rounded geometry allows for a wider range of input.

Search and retrieval. An alternative approach to reconstruction is to search and retrieve an appropriate shape from an existing database. Parametric CAD models are well suited to retrieval because a range of different shapes can be returned from different input parameters. Schulz et al. [2017] address retrieval for parametric shapes in a collection by approximating their manifolds in the descriptor space with a set of primitives. Recent learning-based approaches actively deform the retrieved shape to more accurately match the input query [Uy et al. 2020, 2021]. In our work we utilize a search, retrieval and fitting procedure to identify parametric sketches with geometry close to a 2D target shape. The parameters in the retrieved
sketches can then be fitted to better approximate the shape of the target while maintaining the design intent encoded by the sketch constraints. This allows for novel workflows like interpolation between sketches providing smooth parametric variation in some regions and topological change in others.

3 DATA PREPARATION
A number of CAD related datasets have been released recently. Notably the ABC dataset [Koch et al. 2019] which provided 1,159,257 unique 3D CAD models, the SketchGraphs dataset [Seff et al. 2020] which contains 15 million constrained parametric 2D sketches, the Fusion Gallery Reconstruction dataset [Willis et al. 2021b] which provided 8,625 full sketch and extrude construction sequences along with sketch constraint information, and the DeepCAD dataset [Wu et al. 2021] which provided 127,267 unique sketch and extrude construction sequences without sketch constraints. In this work we utilize 3D data from DeepCAD and ABC, along with constrained sketches from SketchGraphs.

As the ABC dataset contains solids which require sophisticated free-form surface construction techniques like sweeps and lofts, we identify a subset of 52,503 models for which more than 95% of the surface area was consistent with extrusions aligned with the x, y or z axes. These are used as target geometry for some experiments and in the computation of the Fréchet inception distance (FID) metric.

3.1 Common extrusion combinations
Rather than attempting to produce arbitrary CAD modeling sequences, our approach focuses on the generations of B-Rep models which are built from pre-defined extrusion recipes, containing the axes along which profiles will be extruded, the order in which the extrusions are applied and whether each extrusion should be added or subtracted from the previous geometry. Most CAD software allows the designer to create sketches on existing planar faces of the solid being modeled, leading to some frequent patterns in the way extrusions are aligned and stacked. In this section we analyze the combinations of extrusions which designers employed when creating the models in the DeepCAD dataset [Wu et al. 2021] and find the most frequent patterns which are used as the basis for our extrusion recipes. After the deduplication procedure used in [Jayaraman et al. 2022], the dataset contains 127,267 files. Of these, just 358 contain two or more extrusions which are not orthogonal to one another, accounting for just 0.28% of the dataset. For this reason we focus only on the generation of solids built entirely from orthogonal extrusions. Without loss of generality, it is always possible to rotate orthogonal extrusion models such that the first extrusion will be created in the z direction. If a second extrusion direction exists, the model can then be rotated around the z axis so the x direction is aligned with the second extrusion direction. Transforming the models into this canonical pose allows 102,287 files (80.37%) of the dataset to be represented by the 18 combinations of extrusions shown in Appendix A.1 Figure 5. We see that single extrusions form the majority (56.7%) of the dataset. The next most frequent extrusion combination is a boss extruded from a sketch on the top face of the previous extrusion (see Figure 5b), which accounts for 5.24% of the models, followed by a cut which starts from the top face of the previous extrusion (see Figure 5c) which accounts for 4.47% of the dataset.

3.2 Rounded shapes
Many processes which produce signed distance function models apply some smoothing to the shape as a kind of regularization. To allow our method to work well with these rounded shapes, we augment the dataset as follows. For each model we can create a signed distance voxel representation of the geometry in the canonical orientation described in Section 3.1 and scaled into the unit cube. We then generate rounded augmentations of each model by adding a constant to the signed distance function to offset the shape inward, re-initializing the distance function at the zero levelset [Sethian 1999] and reversing the process to offset outwards by the same amount. For each model in the dataset we add rounded augmentations with radii of 2.5%, 5.8%, 9.1%, 12.5% the size of the length of the bounding cube, corresponding to 1.6, 3.7, 5.8 and 8 voxels.

3.3 2D parametric sketch data
Constrained parametric sketches were obtained from the SketchGraphs dataset. As SketchGraphs contains collections of overlapping curves rather than closed profiles, the sketches were first processed to remove self-intersections. All intersecting curves were converted to construction geometry until the remaining geometry either formed closed loops or became disjoint. Disjoint sketches were discarded. An auto-constraining algorithm was then used to add as many constraints and driving parameters as possible without making the sketches over-constrained. This procedure was applied to 1,081,217 sketches from SketchGraphs and yielded 177,609 sketches which formed close loops and were suitable for downstream CAD operations. We then conducted an analysis of the sequences of lines and arcs present in profile loops in the DeepCAD dataset. The profile loops were clustered into groups which shared important geometrical and topological properties as described in Appendix A.2. This analysis showed that 88% of profile loops in the DeepCAD dataset fall within the 50 largest groups. We then selected a small set of 49 constrained sketches which preserved the most common profile loop shapes over a wide range of parametric variations. Experiments showed that this small set of profile loops is able to approximate DeepCAD profiles surprisingly well, with an IoU of 93±11% as described in Section 6.1. Experiments with more complex sets of profiles showed these sometimes resulted in extraneous details in the generated solids. The parameters of the selected sketches were then varied to give rise to 1690 shapes (more detail in Appendix A.2). The closed loops of 2D curves in the sketches were converted to SVG and rendered as binary images with resolution of 128×128. The fast marching method was used to convert the data to signed distance functions with negative values inside the object.

4 METHOD
Our method for reconstructing CAD shapes utilizes an autoencoder which encodes voxel models and decodes a prismatic shape as a collection of differentiable extrusions. The differentiable extrusions are created from 2D profile images representing the shapes to be extruded, along with 1D envelop arrays which define the start and
A differentiable extrusion decoder architecture. The input voxel model is encoded to form an embedding $z$. A series of decoder modules then rebuild the shape using hard coded construction sequences. During training, only the ground-truth decoder module is used, while at inference time the output of all decoder modules are evaluated and the one which best approximates the target shape is selected.

**4.1 Differentiable extrusions**

An overview of the architecture for decoding the differentiable extrusion voxel models is shown in Figure 2. The input is a signed distance function, represented as a voxel grid with resolution $64 \times 64 \times 64$. A standard voxel encoder as described in [Mescheder et al. 2019] can be used to convert this into a 128 length embedding vector $z$. This is passed to a series of decoder modules, each of which will attempt to interpret the shape in terms of a predefined extrusion sequence recipe as described in Section 3.1.

For a decoder module with a sequence of $n$ extrusions, the voxel embedding, $z$, is split into extrusion embeddings $e_0, e_1, ..., e_{n−1}$. This is done by a series of linear layers separated by ReLU non-linearities (see Appendix A.4). The extrusion embeddings can then be passed to a shared 2D deconvolution image decoder (see Appendix A.6) which will generate images with resolution $128 \times 128$, representing each profile, $P_0, P_1, ..., P_{n−1}$. The decoded pixel values will be negative for pixels inside the profile and positive outside it.

In addition, the locations of the start and end of the extrusions need to be found. To achieve this we predict 1D arrays of envelope values which can be used to limit the extrusions in a differentiable way. If the $i$th extrusion does not share a common start or end plane with others in the model, we decode two arrays of length 64 to represent its limits. The start array, $S_i$, will contain positive values below the extrusions start plane and negative values above it, while the end array, $E_i$ will be negative below the end plane and positive above it. These arrays are decoded from the extrusion embeddings using a 1D deconvolution network as described in Appendix A.8.

For some frequent cases where two extrusions share a common plane, a single start/end array can be decoded and shared by both of them. This is explained in more detail in Appendix A.3. Taking the max of $S_i$ and $E_i$ defines an envelope which is negative only for the parts of the $i$th extrusion which we want to appear in the model.

With this information, we can construct a $64 \times 64 \times 64$ voxel grid representation of the model in a differentiable way. For each of the $n$ extrusions, the profile $P_i$ is first downsampled as described in Appendix A.7, and then duplicated along the appropriate dimension of a 3D tensor as defined by the hard coded recipe in the decoder module. The envelope is then applied by taking the max of each slice of the tensor with its corresponding value in the envelope array. Finally, the extrusions are combined with the Boolean operations in the recipe, using the min function for union, max for intersection and multiplying by -1 to form the complement. This gives rise to a signed function, $\phi$, of logits which, if passed through a sigmoid, would be the probability of a voxel being outside the model. Adopting this convention makes $\phi$ negative inside the object, allowing the shape to be visualized directly from the logits using marching cubes. Note that $\phi$ is not a distance function as the Eikonal equation is not satisfied as we move away from the zero level set.

**4.2 Loss functions**

The model is trained using two loss functions, a supervised loss which requires knowledge of the CAD construction sequence, and an unsupervised loss which does not require any construction sequence information. Both the supervised and unsupervised contributions to the loss are computed using a binary cross entropy “with logits” loss which includes the sigmoid function allowing it to operate directly on the predicted logits

$$BCE(x, y) = -\text{mean} \left[ y \ln(\sigma(x)) + (1 - y) \ln(1 - \sigma(x)) \right]$$  

where $x$ is the tensor of predicted logits, $y$ is the binary target value, $\sigma()$ is a sigmoid function and the mean is over all the elements of the tensor. For the unsupervised loss function, the target voxel values $\hat{T}$ are derived from the CAD data before any rounded augmentation is applied. $\hat{T}$ is 1 for voxels outside the object and 0 inside the object. The unsupervised loss for the differentiable voxel model is then

$$L_{\text{vox}} = BCE(\phi, \hat{T})$$
these tensors have values of 1 outside the object and 0 inside. We compute a binary cross entropy loss, averaged over the n extrusions utilized by the decoder module as

$$L_{profile} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_i BCE(P_i, \hat{P}_i)$$

(3)

$$L_{start} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_i BCE(S_i, \hat{S}_i)$$

(4)

$$L_{end} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_i BCE(E_i, \hat{E}_i)$$

(5)

The final loss is then computed as

$$L = L_{vox} + L_{profile} + L_{start} + L_{end}$$

(6)

4.3 Decoder module selection

During supervised training, the ground truth decoder module for each training example is known. At inference time this information is not available, so in order to make this selection we compare the input voxel model with the decoded differentiable extrusion model from each decoder module. The unsupervised binary cross entropy loss function, $L_{vox}$, can be evaluated for each of the available decoder modules and the module which results in the smallest loss is utilized. This procedure is also extended to allow regeneration of CAD models where the first extrusion is not in the z direction. The input voxel grid can be rotated 90 degrees around the x and y axes before the data is passed to the network. The differentiable extrusion model is then created for each decoder module with the target shape encoded in all three orientations. Then the best orientation and decoder module combination can be selected. Finally the regenerated CAD model is transformed back into its original pose.

4.4 Retrieving sketches and rebuilding CAD

At inference time the 2D profiles images and 1D envelope arrays can be used to create a parametric recipe suitable for use in a CAD system. The profile images are converted to CAD profiles using a search procedure in an embedding space defined by a 2D autoencoder. This is built from the CNN encoder and deconvolution decoder as described in Appendix A.5 and A.6. As in the 3D case, the input images are signed distance functions and the model is trained using the loss from Equation 3. Once trained, the 2D autoencoder can be used to generate embeddings for each variation of a collection of constrained parametric sketches. The 2D profile images created by the 3D decoder network can then be converted to binary images by selecting the pixels with values lower than zero. The resulting shapes can be separated into connected components, each of which will be converted into a single CAD profile. The shape used to search for the outer loop of each component can be found by filling any internal holes and the inner loops extracted as the difference between the original and filled shape. For each loop extracted in this way, we can zoom in on a square around its binary mask. As the 2D autoencoder is trained using signed distance functions as input, the zoomed images representing single loops need to be converted to signed distance functions using the fast marching method [Sethian 1999]. The search then finds the parametric sketch variation with the embedding closest, in terms of euclidean distance, to the embedding of the signed distance query image. Once the sketch has been retrieved, its parameters can be fitted to better approximate the query shape. In addition to the internal parameters of the parametric sketch, the translation in x and y and sketch scale factor can also be optimized. To rebuild the CAD model we also need the positions of the start and end planes for each extrusion. These are determined by finding the positions of zero crossings of the extrusion’s start and end arrays. If multiple zero crossings exist, the planes are chosen such that the length of the extrusion is maximized. A CAD kernel can then be used to generate a B-Rep extrusion of the retrieved profile. The Boolean operations from the decoder module’s recipe are then used to combine the extrusions to create the CAD model.

5 METRICS

The following metrics are used to evaluate the performance of the generation technique.

Solid model validity. The validity of a solid model is critical to its usability in downstream processes. Solid models may contain problems which are not visible when the model is rendered, but cause the failure of downstream modeling operations. For this reason we test validity using the Open Cascade BRepCheck_Analyzer.IsVal1d() function as in code provided with [Wu et al. 2021]. The valid ratio is measured as the fraction of voxel models which generate solid data passing the Open Cascade validity test. Models which fail the validity test are not included in downstream metrics. Both the IoU
and FID metrics described below are computed using a voxelized version of the generated CAD. This cannot be generated reliably unless the solid is valid and watertight.

Intersection over Union. The intersection over union metric, also known as Jaccard index, provides an intuitive way to understand how well the regenerated model represents the shape of the target. The CAD models are first triangulated and then voxelized, taking care to correctly account for scaling and translation. The IoU can then be computed based on the resulting binary voxel grids. IoU measurements are always made with respect to the ground truth voxel models before any rounded augmentation has been applied. Because our approach canonicalizes the orientation of the voxel models, our voxel embeddings do not contain information about which orientation the final model needs to be constructed in. For this reason DeepCAD often creates shapes which look approximately correct, but are reconstructed in the wrong orientation. To ensure a fair comparison with DeepCAD, we rotate the target voxel model by all 24 non-mirror symmetries of cube and pick the biggest value when computing the DeepCAD IoU.

Fréchet inception distance. The Fréchet inception distance (FID) [Heusel et al. 2017] is a common metric used to measure quality and diversity of generated shapes as compared to a set of ground truth shapes. The metric is computed by measuring the difference in the distribution of activations obtained from a pre-trained model for generated shapes and ground truth shapes. In our case, we compute the metric using embeddings from a 3D voxel autoencoder, trained on 36,752 models from the ABC dataset which were identified as being consistent with axis aligned extrusions. Both the ground truth and generated data distributions were then created by voxelizing solid models and using the encoder of this autoencoder to produce the embeddings. For experiments with the DeepCAD dataset, the ground truth solids were created by reconstructing 5,000 randomly selected examples from the DeepCAD training set. For experiments on ABC the 5,000 ground truth solids were randomly selected from the same distribution of axis aligned models from ABC. These were not used for training or as target geometry in the experiments.

6 EXPERIMENTS

6.1 2D profile fitting

In this section we examine the performance of our 2D search retrieval and fitting technique at reproducing the shapes found in the profiles from 3,379 randomly selected models from the DeepCAD dataset. The 2D autoencoder was trained on 128,400 2D profiles generated by cutting axis aligned slices through 5,422 models in the ABC dataset. For each extrusion in the DeepCAD models, we create binary images from the union of the extruded profiles. The search and retrieval procedure described in Section 4.4 is then used to approximate the loops of the profiles using the 1,690 constrained parametric sketch variations created by the procedure described in Section 3.3. The IoU between the target profiles and the recovered sketches is 93±11% which is surprisingly high given the very small number of sketches over which the search is conducted. We also investigated using the binary mask as input to the search network rather than a signed distance function. This results in a substantially lowers the IoU to 84±21%. We speculate that using a signed distance function breaks the translation invariance in the CNN encoder architecture in a similar way to the solution suggested by [Liu et al. 2018]. Figure 3 shows some randomly selected examples of target 2D shapes and the retrieved profiles. As 41.53% of DeepCAD profile loops are circles and 25.97% are rectangles, we see that the successful recovery of these simple shapes provides an excellent foundation for the search based approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Valid ratio (↑)</th>
<th>IoU (↑)</th>
<th>FID (↓)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DeepCAD</td>
<td>DC-P</td>
<td>69.47%</td>
<td>47 ± 11%</td>
<td>1.72e+6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DC-V</td>
<td>71.46%</td>
<td>48 ± 12%</td>
<td>1.28e+6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>83.84%</td>
<td>79 ± 15%</td>
<td>1.3e+6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABC</td>
<td>DC-P</td>
<td>56.99%</td>
<td>51 ± 7%</td>
<td>1.73e+6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DC-V</td>
<td>51.66%</td>
<td>50 ± 6%</td>
<td>7.23e+5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>81.46%</td>
<td>74 ± 13%</td>
<td>2.43e+5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Performance of the networks. DC-P is DeepCAD with the official point cloud encoder generating the embeddings. DC-V uses our voxel encoder to generate the embeddings. The mean and standard deviation of the IoU values are shown. The wide distribution reflects the fact that some models are better approximated than others.

6.2 3D reconstruction

Here we compare the performance of our reconstruction technique with DeepCAD. As our method can only generate the extrusion combinations for 80.37% of the models in the DeepCAD dataset, we use our own train/validation/test split of 70%/15%/15%. The official DeepCAD split provides only 5% of the models in the test set and does not account for duplicates. As target geometry, we utilize solids from the DeepCAD test set and from ABC. The ABC data is chosen such that can be built from extrusions, as described in Section 3.

Our network is trained on the DeepCAD dataset as described in Appendix A.9. We reconstruct CAD for 6,338 voxel models from DeepCAD and 7,876 models from ABC. For comparison with DeepCAD we use their pre-trained sequence encoder to generate sequence embeddings for our training set. We then train two encoders to replicate these embeddings. The original DeepCAD point cloud model is trained using point clouds extracted from triangulations of our voxels models, including the rounded augmentations. We also utilize our voxel encoder to consume the same voxel models as our network and produce the embeddings required for DeepCAD sequence generation. Both encoders are trained with MSE loss as in the official code from [Wu et al. 2021].

The results are shown in table 1. Our technique achieves the highest valid ratios of 83.84% on the DeepCAD dataset and 81.46% on ABC. DeepCAD has a tendency to create self-intersecting profile loops which result in invalid solids. In IoU, our method also outperforms DeepCAD. We observe that DeepCAD often creates plausible models with approximately the correct shape, but these do not fit as closely to the target shape as ours. We also record the IoU values for the differentiable voxel model produced by our approach. On the DeepCAD dataset this gives a value of 88 ± 12% and for
Simple examples
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DeepCAD failures

(a) Target (b) DC-P (c) DC-V (d) Ours

(a) Target (b) DC-P (c) DC-V (d) Ours
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Fig. 4. Randomly chosen reconstructed models. On the left we show models which all methods could create, including blocks and cylinders. In the middle we show more complex examples. We exclude blocks and cylinders and then randomly sample from the remaining reconstructed results. On the right we show examples where DeepCAD failed to generate valid solids, but our method was able to do so successfully. (a) Target voxel model. (b) DeepCAD using the point cloud encoder. (c) DeepCAD using the voxel encoder. (d) Ours

ABC 81 ± 13%. This shows that between 7% and 9% of the mismatch between the target and final model results from CAD conversion. This is approximately consistent with the 2D search and retrieval results where we observe the parametric sketches can approximate the ground truth profiles with a mean IoU of 93%.

In FID, the DeepCAD model marginally outperforms ours on the DeepCAD dataset. We observe that DeepCAD tends to create data which is very close to the original dataset, with little adaptation to the target shape as shown quantitatively by the IoU metric. On the ABC dataset our method outperforms DeepCAD in FID, showing it is better able to generalize to different data distributions.

To show results qualitatively we randomly sample models from the DeepCAD experiments for display in Figure 4. Only 51% of the voxel models were successfully regenerated by all three methods. The DeepCAD dataset contains a large number of blocks and cylinders, so when we randomly sample examples from the successfully regenerated CAD, (see left of Figure 4), the results are dominated by these simple shapes. To show results of a wider variety of geometries we filter out blocks and cylinders, and then randomly sample the models in the middle of Figure 4. Our technique is able to generate valid solids in cases where the DeepCAD result was invalid. We show random samples from these on the right hand side of Figure 4. We show similar results using ABC as the target models in the appendix Figure 10. We observe that as the target geometry become more complex, our technique discovers simplified shapes which approximate it, while the DeepCAD results become random collections of simple extrusions.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS

This paper described a method for reconstructing CAD geometry from rounded voxel models. It allows prismatic reconstruction of axis aligned extrusion models from the ABC and DeepCAD dataset with state of the art IoU between the reconstructed geometry and the original model before rounding is added. The method is limited in that only a small set of pre-defined combinations of extrusions can be regenerated. In practice we observe that a wide variety of useful shapes can be modeled using the small set of extrusion combinations supported. The search and retrieval strategy employed to recover the CAD geometry is also limited in that it can only recover sketches from a predefined search set. While this narrows the range of topologies of profile loops which can be created, it works relatively well with the simple shapes in the available data. The main limitation of the approach is that each profile loop is converted to CAD geometry independently. This allows misalignment between curves and causes mismatched and incongruent profiles to be combined in a single model. For example the right hand model in Figure 1 shows a case where a hexagon was retrieved in place of a circular hole. In future work we plan to refine the CAD geometry conversion technique to consider the association between loops and generate geometry consistent with the entire solid.
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A APPENDIX

A.1 Combinations of extrusions
Figure 5 shows the 18 combinations of extrusion alignments, shared start/end planes and Boolean operations used by decoder modules in this work. Note that this figure shows extrusions of rectangular and circular profiles as illustrations, while the real dataset utilizes more complex profile shapes. For pairs of extrusions which have the same extrusion axis and share a common start or end plane (shown in orange in Figure 5), the shared plane is encoded as an additional constraint as described in Appendix A.3.

A.2 DeepCAD profile analysis and selection
We performed the following analysis on the 2D profiles from DeepCAD. Each profile loop was converted into a graph with curves as nodes and edges linking adjacent curves. Node attributes were defined based on curve type and whether lines were aligned with the coordinate system axes. Horizontal and vertical lines are common in CAD profiles and can be considered as different to lines with arbitrary directions. Edge attributes where used to indicate whether adjacent curves meet with tangent continuity. We then compute the Weisfeiler Lehman graph hash [Shervashidze et al. 2011] for these graphs. The DeepCAD profile loops can then be organized into groups which have the same hash. We select constrained parametric sketches which retain the same graph hash as the largest groups over a wide range of parametric variations. In Figure 6 we show 12 of the constrained parametric sketches used in this work, ranked by the size of the group of DeepCAD profiles with the same graph hash. We see that circles and rectangles dominate the dataset. The other shapes are frequently produced by other sketch generation works [Ganin et al. 2021; Para et al. 2021; Seff et al. 2020, 2022]. As these sketches are parametric, their parameters can be varied to form a family of geometries. For example the L-shaped sketch in Figure 6g can be manipulated to build L-shaped profiles with any aspect ratio, while the constraints ensure that all lines remain vertical and horizontal as in the image. To generate parametric variations of our template sketches we change the parameters in increments, flooding out from the initial parameter values using a priority queue as in Dijkstra’s algorithm [Dijkstra 1959].

A.3 Sharing envelope arrays
When creating CAD models from multiple extrusions which share a common plane, it is important that the extrusions start/end exactly at that plane. Small differences between the end of one extrusion and the start of the next can cause a small gap in the model which is problematic for downstream workflows.

In this work we carefully design the decoder modules to constrain shared planes to have identical positions for the planes shown in orange in Figure 5. This is done by decoding a single envelope array for the height of the shared plane, and using these values to build the envelopes for each extrusion abutting the plane.

Figure 7 shows an example of the envelope arrays for two abutting extrusions. We use a single envelope decoder in the decoder module which decodes the values of $E_1$. The values of $S_2$ are then computed as $S_2 = -E_1$.

A.4 Operation decoder
The linear layers which decode the voxel embedding, $z$, into the individual embeddings for each extrusion have sizes: 128, 512, 512, 128$n$, where $n$ is the number of extrusions. We use a ReLU non-linearity after each linear layer. Following the last layer, the output tensor is split into the $n$ extrusion embeddings $e_0, e_1, ..., e_{n-1}$, each with size 128.

A.5 2D encoder
The 2D CNN encoder used 6 Conv2d layers with leaky ReLU non-linearity. The kernel size was 4 and the stride was 2. The channel sizes were 1, 64, 64, 128, 256, 512, 64.

A.6 2D decoder
The decoder used 7 ConvTranspose2d layers, the first of which was a 1x1 conv. After this the kernel size was 4, the stride was 2. The channel sizes were 64, 512, 64, 64, 32, 32, 16, 1. When decoding the 128 length extrusion embeddings, $e_i$, a linear layer was used to map the size down to the length 64 image embeddings used by the decoder.

A.7 2D image downsampler
An advantage of the suggested architecture is that the 2D profile images, generated by the image decoders, can be created with a higher resolution than the voxel grid in which the differentiable extrusions are created. When working with data where the CAD construction sequence is known, the supervised component of the loss can also operate on the images at this higher resolution. In this work the decoded profile images have resolution 128x128 and the differentiable extrusions are created with a voxel grid of resolution 64x64x64. Before a profile is extruded it is downsampled using a Conv2d layer with fixed weights. The kernel size was 3, stride was 2 and padding 1. The weights were initialized to 1/3 and not passed to the optimizer.

A.8 Envelope decoder
The 1D envelope decoders are analogous to the 2D image decoders used to create profile images. They are implemented using 6 ConvTranspose1d layers with ReLU non-linearities between them. The channel sizes were 128, 512, 64, 32, 32, 1. The first layer had kernel size 1, while subsequent layers used kernel size 4. The first two layers had a stride of 1 and subsequent layers had stride 2.

A.9 Training
Both the 2D and 3D autoencoders were trained with the Adam optimizer and a learning rate of 2e-4. The 2D autoencoder was trained on 4 Quadro RTX 6000 GPUs and took 1 day 14h to converge. The
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Fig. 5. The frequency of common combinations of extrusions in the DeepCAD dataset. Faces resulting from Boolean subtractions are shown in yellow. Planes shown in orange are constrained to be coincident for pairs of extrusions as described in Section A.3. (a) Single extrusion. (b) Two joined extrusions sharing a common plane. (c) A base extrusion cut by a second extrusion. The end plane of both extrusions is shared. (d) Two joined extrusions sharing a common start plane. (e) An extrusion with an orthogonal cut. (f–r) Other combinations of extrusions.

Fig. 6. Examples of the constrained parametric sketches used to generate profile loops in this work. The graph hashing procedure described in section A.2 was used to find profile loops in the DeepCAD dataset which have the same sequence of lines, arcs and important geometric properties (axis alignment, tangent continuity). The percentage of all DeepCAD profile loops with the same graph hash is shown.

Fig. 7. The envelope array values for the two extrusions sharing a common plane in the same configuration as Figure 5b.

3D autoencoder was trained on 3 Quadro RTX 6000s. The minimum in the validation loss was achieved after 12h. Inference requires 2.2s per solid on CPU. The majority of this time is spent in the profile fitting step which could be further optimized using a constraint solver mode which reuses some parts of the initial processing of the constraints to make subsequent solves faster.

A.10 Failure cases

In this section we discuss the failure modes for our approach. There are three common failure modes which we observe in the generated results. Figure 8a shows a failure mode where the network correctly decodes the profile image, however the search, retrieval and fitting procedure results in profile loops which touch or intersect. This causes the downstream CAD construction to fail the validity
checking and valid CAD output cannot be generated. Further processing of the 2D curves could detect cases like this and remove intersections, however touching loops as shown in this example would result in a non-manifold B-Rep body if extruded.

Figure 8b shows a case where the network fails to decode the profile with sufficient fidelity and the search, retrieval and fitting procedure produces loops which do not faithfully represent the target shape. This typically happens for complex profiles. We have observed that this failure mode is more common when training on a subset of the available data and believe training on larger collections of sketch and extrude data would alleviate this problem.

The third common failure mode is shown in 8c. Here multiple extrusions are combined to build the CAD model and having the correct alignment between the extruded profile is important for the quality of the result. In this example the shape has almost equal probability of being made as the union of two extrusions (5.2% of DeepCAD files) or by subtracting one extrusion from the other (4.5% of DeepCAD files). The ground truth for this specific model was generated as the union of two extrusions, while the decoder module giving the result which most closely approximates the input voxels attempts to create the shape by subtracting a small profile from the larger one. For the subtraction to remove material as expected, it is important the second profile is not smaller than the target shape. In this case the fidelity of the second decoded profile image is insufficient for the fitted curves to align with the main profile, resulting in incorrect spikes at the far end of the regenerated CAD. While the union and subtraction construction sequences are equally valid for designers, automated algorithms may derive some benefit from building models as the union of extrusions where possible. It is hoped that this insight is useful for researchers attempting to derive canonical CAD sequences from real world data.

A.11 2D profile interpolation
The search, retrieval and fitting algorithm can also be used to interpolate between different CAD profiles. Given a start and end profile, these can be embedded using the CNN encoder described in Appendix A.5. The embeddings of the profiles, \( z_{\text{start}} \) and \( z_{\text{end}} \) can
then be linearly interpolated

\[ z(t) = (1 - t) z_{\text{start}} + t z_{\text{end}} \]  

(7)

where the parameter \( t \) is in the range \([0, 1]\). For any intermediate value of \( z(t) \), an approximate shape can then be decoded using the deconvolution decoder described in Appendix A.6. These decoded shapes are shown in light blue in Figure 9. While they produce a smooth interpolation between the start and end shapes, the geometry becomes rounded and distorted and the intermediate shapes do not look like geometry which a CAD designer would create.
To recover CAD-like shapes we first create an embedding for each variation of the sketch templates described in Appendix A.2. This gives a set of embeddings $Z = \{z_0, z_1, ..., z_{1689}\}$. We then choose the template variation such that $|z_i - z(t)|$ is the minimum for any $z_i \in Z$. This variation of the template includes the sketch geometry, topology and also the sketch parameters which gave rise to the specific variation of the geometry with embedding $z_i$. We then use the simplex algorithm [Nelder and Mead 1965] to fine tune the parameters of the sketch so that the extracted profile has the highest IoU with the approximate shape decoded from $z(t)$. This results in the CAD profiles shown in black in Figure 9. In regions where the same sketch is retrieved for consecutive frames, this procedure allows the parameters of the sketch to be varied smoothly, providing a very gradual distortion of the retrieved and fitted shape. This behavior is best observed in the video in the supplementary.
material, as the gradual changes in parameters are difficult to show in static images.

An important property of this procedure is that the retrieved and fitted shapes always have the appearance of a profile which a CAD designer would create. The constraints inside the sketches maintain certain important aspects of the design intent like horizontal and vertical lines and tangent continuity. While the algorithm attempts to modify the sketch parameters to give rise to the smoothest interpolation possible, there are still sudden changes to the profile when the closest sketch template changes. Collections of constrained sketches which minimize the size of these jumps in the shape during interpolation are desirable as they can be thought of as providing a better covering of the space of possible target shapes.